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Developers and Council attack Southam Road - again
Many residents of Hanwell Fields received a letter from the
Cherwell District Council yesterday called “NEIGHBOURHOOD
NOTIFICATION”. This informed us of revised plans by the owners of
Southam Road site, Bedworth Trading, through a new, unheard-of,
company called Pandora Ltd, to build homes at Southam Road West.
There application is unclear as in the text they say 370 homes, but
on the maps provided they show only 60 or so. The Council recently
reduced the number of houses they are prepared to approve to 90 on
the west site after objections from HFDAG and other environmental
campaigners. We continue to campaign to remove the whole of
Southam Road site from the Local Plan as it is clearly disatrous for
the sensitive landscape and setting of Banbury and un-necessary to
meet panning numbers.

Below is HFDAG’s letter of reply to the council.

Ref: 13/00158/OUT
Dear Sir,
In reference to your letter 11-4-13 concerning the development of 370 houses at Southam
Road West. From the Map provided the development seems to be just for 68 houses and
a few flats at the western and lower part of the site. Is this an error?
The site development has been taken over by the company Pandora Ltd, which I cannot
trace on the internet, from Rapleys and Bedworth trading. The ownership and intentions of
Pandora must be clarified and made public.
History
The sites to the north of Banbury have a checkered history of planning proposals. These
are covered in the 3 documents Banbury Site Allocations 2006, Options for Growth 2008
and Draft Core Strategy 2010.
Banbury Site Allocations 2006 shows a map (below) and states:

- Hardwick Fm BA31 is scheduled for B1 employment (not housing)

- East Southam Rd BA58 is also for B1 employment (not housing)
- W of Hardwick Fm BA57 is for B1 employment, hotel, medical centre and community
facilities, (not residential)
- Hardwick BA61 to the north is for residential (the one above the cemetery)
The Options for Growth 2008 map shows a change as Southam Rd West is not shown at
all and only a reduced part of Southam Rd East.

It says,
- East of Southam Rd BAN6A is for 400 houses + employment.
The report adds "to the North the land is too prominent in landscape for development and
important to the setting of Banbury" and "the landscape SE of Hanwell and N of Hanwell
Fields is too sensitive… and would adversely impact on… Hanwell Fields development"

The Draft Core strategy 2010 shows no plan for Southam Rd:

It states:
- N Hanwell Fields BAN5, 400 homes + services is a 2nd strategic allocation. For BAN5 it
states, “the site will only be released if development is required to meet Cherwell's house
requirements in addition to Warwick Rd"
So in conclusion the Southam Rd site has no history of consideration for housing
development.
Numbers
As HFDAG has repeatedly pointed out the plan numbers for Banbury are both suspect and
too high. In 2012 the Local Plan for Cherwell considered that the target for housing should
be in accordance with the SE Plan number of 13400 2006-2026, and this rate of
240/year was pushed out to 2031 to give a total in 2006-2031 of 16570.
Even though the SE plan has been revoked by the government and the NPPF (National
Planning Policy Framework) has come into force, no new plan has been made, as
required, for a “fact based market forecast” of housing need, in 5 year and 15 year time

frames. The Council still maintains that housing development in Banbury should be in
accordance with the old SE plan of 4800 houses 2006-2026, or 6000 2006- 2031. Even if
we assume that the SE Plans numbers represent a fact based market forecast, which is
unlikely in the current financial conditions, then the NPPF 5 year represents 1200 homes
and the 15 year 3600.
In assessing the need for sites the government has confirmed that existing approved sites
must be take into account together. Currently the major approved site in Banbury is at
Bankside 1 for 1092 homes. If the expected builds at “Other” sites and Windfalls are taken
into account, then the totals easily exceed the first 5 year NPPF period requirement. After
this other sites at Canalside (950), West Bretch Hill (400), Bankside 2 (400) and Warwick
Road (290), with Others and Windfalls will provide sufficient houses to more than cover the
15 year requirement.
Clearly no consideration should be given to housing at Southam Road, as it is simply not
needed (nor is North Hanwell). Along with the vision to have a green buffer round Banbury,
the Southam Road and North Hanwell sites should be included in the buffer and all plans
to make them available to developers cancelled.
Here are the numbers:

Please see the HFDAG Press Releases for more details. (Press Releases 120, 122, 123,
124) on the web site www.hfdag.org.uk.
Landscape and Capacity Assessment 2013
A new report has been issued as background to the revised Local Plan 2013. This gives a
very negative picture for development to the North of Banbury. Three of the areas
evaluated, called Sites A, B and J, cover proposed development sites. The areas in the
report do not correspond accurately to the sites proposed for development, Area B covers
BAN2 Southam Road, and Area J covers both West Warwick Road (recently removed from
the Plan) and North Hanwell BAN5. Area A is the land stretching between Hanwell Fields
estate and north to Hanwell village (see map below).
One of the most significant statements in the new report is, “The development of
residential properties north of Dukes Meadow Drive may result in urban sprawl to the north
of Banbury and create a poorly defined development limit which currently exists at Dukes
Meadow Drive.”
The Southam Road site landscape sensitivity is judged Medium-Low, the report says,
““...the area as a whole does perform an important function in defining the northern extent
to the urban development limit whilst enabling views north and west when heading north
out of Banbury.”.
Visual sensitivity is judged High with the report saying, “...the site is visible when heading
north out of Banbury and forms part of the transitional views to open countryside north of
Banbury.“ and it “...forms part of the visual context and setting of Banbury Cemetery and
Crematorium and the rural setting of the town. These are important views that should be
retained.” It goes on, “The presence of the Cemetery within the area does however elevate
the sensitivity within the west of the area as users/visitors to the cemetery use the area for
contemplation and reflection; the visual sensitivity of the area is therefore elevated to the
west of Hardwick Hill [Southam Road].” Lastly, “The sensitivity of the area to the residential
population and users of the area is considered to be high overall.”
Overall the conclusion is, “Within the local context, the site has important views connected
with the presence and setting of Banbury Cemetery and Crematorium as the area is visited

for the peace, tranquillity and contemplation.” and “The development of residential
properties within the western area would not be in keeping with the existing landscape
character of the area or the presence of Banbury Cemetery and Crematorium due to the
change in the cemetery setting that would occur. “
All the reports contents
The complete report analyses eight areas all round Banbury. Parts of some of them cover
the sites proposed in the Local Plan 2013 for house building. The report does not have any
maps, and does not have any conclusions. But each of the Local Plan sites is mentioned
and from the data it is possible to construct some reasoned conclusions.
The report refers to this map of areas around Banbury:

These areas do not directly correspond to the named residential development sites
proposed as BAN 1 to BAN5 but these are within them as shown in the table below.

To make this table the data from the long 337 page report has been ranked by Landscape
Sensitivity and Capacity, the sum of the resultant scores goes from 34 - meaning high
suitability for development - to 17 - low and unacceptable development site.

Rank

Area

Score

BAN

Name

Comments

1

C

34

-

Flood plain

2

D

33

-

Industrial

3

H

31

-

Bloxham Rd/Salt way

4

I

31

BAN3

W Bretch Hill

Includes W Bretch Hill

5

E

30

BAN1

Canalside

Town Centre

6

F

30

BAN4

Bankside 2

Suitable

7

G

29

-

8

J

20

BAN5

Salt Way
North Hanwell

Includes Warwick Road
and North Hanwell
sites

9

A

10

B

17

BAN2

Green buffer
Southam Road

Lowest Ranking

The first two areas, C & D, are not suitable for residential development as they have
previous use as the flood plain protecting the town, and for industrial uses. The next
highest scoring Area H is to the west of Banbury and has previously been recommended
and is still considered for development. After this come the current sites BAN3, 1 and 4.
The area I includes the smaller BAN3, the actual report data for BAN3 alone puts it below
Canalside. Nevertheless it is clear that Banbury’s development priority is:
1

Approved

Bankside 1 (1092)

2

Site H

To be introduced into the plan

3

BAN1

Canalside (950)

4

BAN3

West Bretch Hill (400)

5

BAN4

Bankside 2 (400)

It is clear that the Southam Road site, area B, has the lowest score and is unacceptable
and un-necessary for development.
Proposed layout - traffic dangers
The proposed layout for entrance/exit roads is very dangerous. It is already clear that the
entrance to Dukes Meadow Drive cannot be allowed as the road is not adopted by the
Council. Traffic along Dukes Meadow Drive is already excessive and exceeding levels for
safety of residents, calming measures are needed.
The entrance on Southam Road is an “accident waiting to happen”. Southam Road is a
steep hill down from its crossing of the M40 to the roundabout. Traffic comes down at high
speed, often exceeding the 50MPH speed limit. It would be impossible to safely enter or
exit from the proposed site onto Southam Road.
Other reports have suggested that schooling would be provided across to the east side,
and that traffic lights could be put in place to provide a crossing. This is another recipe for
disaster as it is very likely that some traffic traveling fast would not be able or willing to
stop. We should never tangle our children up with fast moving traffic.
Traffic increase
The Southam Road entrance to Banbury, and onwards down is the only way to the
employment areas to the east via the “Tesco” roundabout. Traffic jams often occur here
and any increase in traffic due to developments at Southam Road would be unacceptable
and unmanageable.
Lack of services
No schools places are available in the area as Hanwell School is completely full. A small
development such as proposed cannot justify new schools. So junior and senior age
children would be faced with long bus journeys to find any places.

Site does not meet planning guidelines

One of the planning guidelines which both east and west sides of Southam Road do not
meet, is the need to be contiguous to other residential areas. The west site is isolated by
the empty area to the south, marked erroneously as “playing field” on one of the maps
provided, but which is, in practice, part of the flood plain, wild and disused.
The proposed development is therefore isolated and the provision of a “community centre”
does not change that. It is very unlikely that a settlement of 60 or so homes could support
such a centre retail shops.
Hanwell Fields Design Guide 1997
The Cherwell 1997 Design Brief for Hanwell
fields states very clearly that, "The land allocated
for the development at Hanwell Fields is located
on the northern extremity of Banbury and will
form the new urban edge to this side of town.
The objective is to create an urban form and new
urban edge which appears organic in character,
relating to land form and local colour and

therefore specifically distinctive as Banbury."
This commitment to the residents of Hanwell Fields MUST be respected. Building to the
north of Dukes Meadow drive would break the rights of residents and potentially lower
house values on the estate.
Green buffer
The correct solution for the land at Southam Road is to make it part of the green buffer
zone across the north of Banbury, as a continuous strip north of Dukes Meadow Drive.
Thus protecting the environment, landscape and encroachment on the village of Hanwell.
OBJECTIONS
Objections to the development can be sent to planning@cherwell-dc.gov.uk. HFDAG hope
that residents of Banbury will support us in our very strong objections to any developments
to the north of Banbury.
The reports can be found at www.cherwell.gov.uk/LocalPlan 2013
and on the HFDAG web site.
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